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SEABROOK: The Seabrook Station nuclear power plant was
conceived during the turbulent 1970s and was under con-
struction when accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl
stoked fears of a global nuclear calamity. Twenty-five years
after Seabrook began commercial operations, the plant
perches in a marsh on New Hampshire’s sliver of a seacoast,
steadily producing electricity and still stirring plenty of emo-
tions among opponents and supporters whose clashes
made Seabrook the face of the national debate over nuclear
energy.

And both sides still claim victory. The plant got built, utili-
ty officials said. Opponents counter that only half the plant
got built and the country stopped building new ones for
more than two decades.

“It was certainly an enormous struggle,” said Ted
Feigenbaum, a former executive vice president at the plant
from 1986-2002. “It was so vital to the nuclear industry.”

And vital to nuclear opponents, too. “The concern of
activists made things like Three Mile Island a major event,
not a back-page event,” said Roy Morrison, an energy con-
sultant who got arrested during protests in the 1980s. “When
something like Chernobyl, or Fukushima - a global event -
happens, there’s more global resistance.” Seabrook’s history

began nearly five decades ago when the Public Service
Company of New Hampshire - now Eversource - announced
in May 1968 that it would build a nuclear plant in
Newington. The site was later changed to Seabrook before
the project was shelved in 1969, mostly for financial reasons.

In 1972, PSNH resurrected the plan, proposing two reac-
tors: the first to come online by 1979, the second in 1981,
with a total cost of less than $1 billion. But that figure bal-
looned to $4.3 billion for the first unit alone by the time it
was completed in 1986. The company scrapped the second
unit the same year when it was already 25 percent complete.
By the time the sole reactor came online commercially in
August 1990, Seabrook had cost $6.2 billion.

Protests
Strident protests led to thousands of arrests over the

years, including more than 1,400 in 1977 that put Seabrook
on a global marquee. Protesters brought ladders to scale the
plant’s fences or took to the marshes to approach it by water.
The Clamshell Alliance, so named because of concerns that a
heated water discharge would harm shellfish, practiced non-
violent civil disobedience but some protests turned ugly. In
1979 and 1980, a splinter group ducked behind plywood
shields and attacked the fences with bolt cutters, grappling

hooks and ladders. Police and the National Guard used riot
sticks, tear gas, fire hoses and dogs to quell the uprising.

Opponents worried - and still worry - about safety and
evacuation plans that they scoffed would never work during
the seacoast’s traffic-choked summer months. And they
chafed at the industry/government tag team shoving the
plant down their throats. Burt Cohen, who served seven
terms in the New Hampshire Senate, was already involved in
the opposition when the protest got truly personal in 1981,
the year he moved to Rye - within the 10-mile 

evacuation zone surrounding Seabrook. “There was no
question that the idea of evacuation was impossible,” said
Cohen, who was arrested during a 1989 protest.

Over the 25 years that Seabrook has been in operation, it
has been one of the safest, single-reactor plants in the
nation. It had the fewest number of safety violations in the
Northeast from 2000 to 2012 among those facilities, accord-
ing to a report by the federal Government Accountability
Office.  Events that trigger a report can range from things
like an employee unfit for duty to an ammonia spill. In March
2003, a plant worker saw a shadow cross his security moni-
tor. An intruder alert was issued. It turned out a turkey had
flown over the fence.

‘Father of Seabrook’
Seabrook produces 1,200 megawatts of electricity,

enough to power 1.2 million homes. It has a 40-year license
to operate until 2030 and its owner, NextEra Energy, has
already applied to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for a
20-year renewal. The process has been slowed by the discov-
ery of concrete that has been degraded by contact with sea-
water. A final decision is expected by September 2016.

Ed Brown is called the “Father of Seabrook” for his efforts
to keep the plant on course despite the protests, the finan-
cial difficulties and the resistance from Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis who pulled his state out of the emergency
planning process. “We were subjected to increasing attacks
by multiple groups of opponents, some from around the
world,” Brown said. “They believed if they could stop
Seabrook, there would be no more licensing of nuclear
plants.”Brown acknowledged the protests did have an effect
on the industry, forcing operators to consider if a new plant
was worth the cost. Burt Cohen had another takeaway. “It
united people,” he said. “It was very uplifting. It had a real
sense of community. We can make a difference, we did make
a difference. Did we stop it? No. But I love democracy and
this was democracy in action.” —AP

25 years later, Seabrook remains pivotal in nuclear debate

ATHENS: Greek opposition politicians embarked yes-
terday on the laborious and apparently futile exercise
of trying to form a new government, oblivious to pres-
sure for rapid elections so the nation can start tackling
an array of crises. The two biggest opposition parties,
one of the centre-right and the other of the far left,
queued up to exercise their constitutional right to
spend three days negotiating a new coalition, even
though their efforts are almost certain to fail.

When leftist Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras resigned
on Thursday, he had in mind a quick election next
month when he hoped to return to power, strength-
ened by a mandate to implement the new bailout pro-
gramme he negotiated to save Greece from financial
collapse. But the conservative New Democracy and
the anti-bailout Popular Unity - founded only on Friday
after splitting from Tsipras’s Syriza party - do not share
his sense of urgency.

Fofi Gennimata, who leads the small PASOK social-
ist party, reminded fellow opposition leaders that

Greece’s future in the euro zone was far from secure,
even though funds began flowing from the new 86 bil-
lion euro ($98 billion) bailout on Thursday. “It is obvi-
ous that ... this parliament cannot form a new govern-
ment. Therefore, any delay can have destructive conse-
quences for the country because, as I have said many
times, Grexit remains in our backyard,” she told
reporters after meeting conservative New Democracy
leader Evangelos Meimarakis.

Meimarakis later met leftist Popular Unity chief
Panagiotis Lafazanis, his ideological polar opposite.
The two are also split over the bailout, with Meimarakis
backing the deal which this week averted a debt
default and Lafazanis saying “we will either finish off
the bailouts or the bailouts will finish off Greece”.

Their talks went nowhere. “Our differences with
New Democracy are unbridgeable, chaotic,” Lafazanis
said after the meeting. “There is absolutely no ground
for cooperation with any of the parties that have voted
in favour of bailouts.” In saying so, he ruled out dealing

with five parties: Syriza, its junior partner in the outgo-
ing coalition and three opposition parties including
New Democracy and PASOK.

Together, they comfortably approved the bailout
bill last week despite the rebellion of Syriza lawmakers
led by Lafazanis. Nevertheless, Lafazanis insisted he
would use his three days to try to build an anti-bailout
coalition. This narrows his possible partners to the
communists and Golden Dawn, an ultra-right group
shunned by all the other parties.

This unlikely combination would muster just 57
votes in the 300 seat parliament, under the current
party standings. Tsipras still leads by far the biggest
party in parliament - Syriza had 149 seats before the 25
anti-bailout rebels under Lafazanis walked out - and he
has yet to meet any opposition leader. In any case, he
is highly unlikely to want a coalition deal as he pursues
his ambition of governing alone, quite apart from the
fact Meimarakis has called him a “bit of a fibber”.

Burning issues
Meanwhile pressure is growing at home and

abroad for urgent action during what Tsipras has called
a crisis within a crisis.  On top of implementing the
bailout programme and rescuing the banks, Greece is
struggling with a humanitarian crisis.

Many thousands of refugees from the Syrian civil
war and other migrants are massed on Greek islands,
having crossed in small boats from Turkey. Others are
trapped on the northern border with Macedonia in
filthy and squalid conditions, with the Greek govern-
ment saying it has no money to help them.

“Implementing the accord reached with the
lenders, recapitalising the banks and the migrant crisis
are burning issues that cannot wait, not even one
month,” said the conservative Kathimerini newspaper.
In October Greece has to pass a review by the euro
zone and the International Monetary Fund of how it is
implementing promises of yet more austerity and eco-
nomic reforms. Failure could mean a halt to funding,
threatening a financial collapse and possible exit from
the euro that was averted only narrowly when Tsipras
caved into the creditors’ demands.

Europe appears apprehensive about the prospect
of political paralysis. Tsipras spoke to French President
Francois Hollande by telephone on Friday. Jeroen
Dijsselbloem, who chairs meetings of euro zone
finance ministers, urged Greece to hold elections as
soon as possible to avoid delays in implementing the
bailout. If none of the three biggest parties - Syriza,
New Democracy and Popular Unity - can form a coali-
tion, President Prokopis Pavlopoulos could call elec-
tions as early as the middle of next week, to be held
within 30 days. —  Reuters
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ATHENS: Former energy minister and head of a new hardline left wing party called Popular
Unity, Panagiotis Lafazanis, center, arrives for a meeting with Conservative New Democracy
party head Evangelos Meimarakis in the Greek Parliament, yesterday. Greece’s main opposi-
tion party launched efforts to form a new government Friday following Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras’ resignation, but made no progress in what appears a doomed task - which will pave
the way for another potentially destabilizing election. — AP

KIEV: The heads of Germany and France will
meet Kiev’s pro-Western leader in Berlin tomor-
row for Ukrainian crisis talks most notable for
their diplomatically-charged exclusion of Russia’s
Vladimir Putin.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel and
French President Francois Hollande have put
enormous political onus on resolving Ukraine’s
16-month pro-Russian uprising and returning
peace to the European Union’s turbulent eastern
front.

They spent 17 hours locked up with Putin and
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko in the
Belarussian capital Minsk in February before
emerging with a peace deal that promised to end
the fighting quickly and resolve all political dis-
putes by the end of the year.

Yet the so-called Minsk II accord was broken
by the warring sides instantly and repeatedly.

The death toll estimated by the United
Nations stood at more than 5,300 when the four
leaders made their February attempt to end
Europe’s bloodiest and most destabilising conflict
since the Balkans wars of the 1990s. It is steadily
approaching 6,900 today.

Poroshenko’s decision to ask for tomorrow’s
meeting-and the two EU leaders’ agreement not
to invite Putin-is seen by many observers as a
snub to Russia’s increasingly anti-Western head of
state. Poroshenko blames the Kremlin’s allegedly
unflinching backing of the pro-Russian insur-
gents for a recent spike in violence that caught
the attention of EU leaders and drew a damning
rebuke from NATO. The acting spokeswoman for
the Western military alliance said “Russia has a
special responsibility to find a political solution”
to the conflict-a phrase that overtly implies a link
between the Kremlin and the rebel command.

Ukraine, which for months has anticipated a
new rebel offensive in late summer or early fall,
now expects a “major escalation” in the fighting
around the country’s independence holiday,
which happens to fall tomorrow, Poroshenko said
yesterday while dispatching more military vehi-
cles and arms to his troops. “The military threat
from the East will remain for decades, it is not
going to disappear soon,” he said.

‘Important signal’ to Putin 
Meanwhile Merkel-born in the former com-

munist state of East Germany and a keen propo-
nent of keeping lines of communication open
with Moscow for security reasons-has expressed
growing frustration with Russia’s approach to
Ukraine.

Putin flatly denies any involvement and calls
Russian soldiers caught in the east Ukrainian war
zone “volunteers” or off-duty servicemen.

But Poroshenko made clear that his decision
to ask for a meeting without Putin-the first sum-
mit to address the crisis since Minsk-was
designed to show the Kremlin boss that Europe
was abandoning its formal neutrality and align-
ing itself with Kiev. “The key goal of the Ukrainian
authorities is to create a powerful international
community that forms a coalition and stops the
aggressor,” Poroshenko said in reference to
Russia.

“The fact that (Merkel and Hollande) agreed
to the meeting format proposed by Kiev sends a
very important signal to both Putin and the
Western audience,” a senior Ukrainian diplomat
told AFP on condition of anonymity.

“It says that France and Germany are in the
same boat as we are.” Yet Berlin and Paris have so
far refrained from publicly aligning themselves
with Kiev or declaring the Kremlin a direct threat.

“It is clear that there can only be lasting, sus-
tainable, stable security with Russia and not
against Russia,” German foreign ministry
spokesman Sebastian Fischer said on Friday.

A diplomatic source in Paris also insisted that
Merkel and Hollande were not trying to “distance”
themselves from Putin. “This is not the creation of
some sort of troika that is meant to put up a
diplomatic fight against Russia,” the Paris official
told reporters on Friday.

Putin watching closely 
Russia has declined to formally address Putin’s

absence-a position that underscores its refusal to
admit Putin’s growing isolation from Western
countries that had been trying to win Moscow’s
cooperation since the end of the Cold War.

But Moscow has made abundantly clear that
Poroshenko should be the one held responsible
in Berlin for failing to stop the war.

“We are keeping close tabs on this meeting’s
preparations and will also carefully monitor its
outcome,” Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov
said on Wednesday.

“For us, the need to put additional pres-
sure on Kiev is obvious,” said Lavrov. “We
expect Germany and France-the underwriters
of the Minsk agreements to do everything
possible to make sure that (the peace terms)
are unconditionally fulfilled.” Ukrainian insur-
gency leaders have also dismissed the Berlin
gathering as meaningless because it fails to
include Putin. — AFP

ROME:  Italy’s coastguard said yesterday it
was coordinating the rescue of up to
3,000 migrants from waters off Libya after
receiving SOS calls from 18 different
crowded vessels.

At least seven boats - six Italian and
one from Norway - were involved in an
operation to get the migrants safely off 14
rubber dinghies and four other vessels
carrying an estimated total of between
2,000 and 3,000 people.

More than 104,000 migrants from
Africa, the Middle East and South Asia
have landed at Italy’s southern ports so far
this year after being rescued in the
Mediterranean. A further 135,000-plus
have landed in Greece and more than
2,300 people have died at sea while trying
to make it to Europe with the help of peo-
ple smugglers.

Police in Palermo, on the Italian island
of Sicily, announced yesterday that they
had arrested six Egyptian nationals on
suspicion of people smuggling following
the rescue of a stricken boat on August
19. Testimony from the 432 migrants on
board suggest the vessel had been
packed with more than ten times the
number of people it was designed for,
with many of the passengers, including a
number of women and children, locked
below decks. They had each paid the traf-
fickers 2,000 euros for the passage from
Egypt to Italy, according to statements
given to police.

On board, the crew were reported to
be demanding further payment to allow
those locked in the hold to come up tem-
porarily for air. Humanitarian organisa-
tions say the surge in the numbers of
people trying to reach European Union
countries is the result of conflicts or
repression in east Africa and the Middle
East. They have called on European gov-
ernments to shoulder more of the burden
of absorbing the wave of asylum seekers

and to help create safer routes for them to
reach Europe.

Several hurt in riot over refugees in
eastern German town BERLIN, Aug 22
(Reuters) - German police sprayed tear gas
on several hundred demonstrators throw-
ing bottles and stones at busloads of asy-
lum seekers arriving at an eastern German
town in the early hours of Saturday in
scuffles which left several people hurt,
media reported.

Initially, several hundred people had
held a peaceful demonstration in the
town of Heidenau, near Dresden, on
Friday evening to object to the expected
arrival of 250 refugees who were due to
be housed in an empty building there.

But media reported that a group of
far-right radicals, many belonging to the

militant National Democratic Party (NPD),
joined the protest and started shouting
xenophobic slogans.

They also chanted “Wir sind das Volk”,
a slogan originally used by East Germans
in protests leading up to the fall of the
Berlin Wall but adopted this year by the
anti-Islam PEGIDA movement which
attracted tens of thousands of demon-
strators to weekly rallies. Eventually police
cleared the up-to-1,000 protesters and
the buses got through to their destina-
tion, media cited police as saying.

“After the riots, the situation is now
calm,” a police spokesman told
Tagesspiegel online, adding it was not yet
clear how many people had been injured
or how many arrests there had been.
Germany is struggling to cope with a

surge in the number of asylum seekers
and politicians are worried about growing
tensions. However, government figures
were swift to condemn the riots.
“Sometimes you don’t want to be a for-
eigner in our country. But neither do you
want to be a German. I am ashamed of
these racists in Heidenau,” deputy foreign
minister Michael Roth tweeted.

Responding to the incident, Justice
Minister Heiko Maas said is a statement:
“We must never tolerate people in our
country being threatened or attacked...
there is zero tolerance for xenophobia
or racism.” Interior Minister Thomas de
Maiziere said last week he now expect-
ed 800,000 asylum seekers to arrive in
Germany this year, four times last year’s
level. — Agencies

Italy rescuing 3,000 migrants

CHUGUEV: Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko kneels in front of the Ukrainian
flag during a ceremony marking the handing over of heavy military equipments to
Ukrainian forces in northeastern town of  Chuguev, Kharkiv region yesteday. — AFP

Putin to be notable absentee 
at Ukraine crisis talks in Berlin

LESBO ISLAND: An inflatable boat with Syrian refugees approaches the coast of Lesbos island after cross-
ing the Aegean sea from Turkey, yesterday. Turkish security forces have detained 435 migrants and Syrian
refugees along with three suspected people smugglers, before they embarked on an attempt to cross the
Aegean Sea to Greece, reports said. — AFP

Pope joins faithful 

VATICAN CITY: Pope Francis, who encourages
prelates to get closer to rank-and-file Catholics,
has practiced what he preaches, taking a place
early among surprised faithful in a front-row
pew in St. Peter’s Basilica for Mass. The pope’s
presence at an early morning Mass a day earlier
was completely impromptu, a Vatican
spokesman said yesterday. The spokesman, the
Rev. Ciro Benedettini, said the Mass was cele-
brated Friday at an altar, near the entrance of
the basilica and dedicated to St. Pope Pius X.
When it was time to receive Communion,
Benedettini said, the pope lined up along with
the other faithful. Francis arrived in the basilica
without an escort and unannounced to pray,
then stayed for Mass, Benedettini said. Vatican
newspaper L’Osservatore Romano said some 70
people were attending Mass when it began.
When others in the basilica noticed the pope,
attendance grew, the paper said, without saying
just how many.

7 dead in UK airshow 

LONDON: A military jet taking part in a British
airshow crashed into a busy main road, killing
seven people and injuring more than a dozen
others, police said yesterday. The Hawker Hunter
fighter jet, which was participating in the
Shoreham Airshow near Brighton in southern
England, hit several vehicles on a nearby road as
it crashed Saturday afternoon.  Witnesses told
local TV that the jet appeared to have crashed
when it failed to pull out of a loop maneuver.
West Sussex Police said seven died at the scene
and one patient with life-threatening injuries
was taken to the hospital. A further 14 people
were treated for minor injuries. News video and
photographs showed a fireball erupting near
trees and huge plumes of thick black smoke ris-
ing. A witness, Stephen Jones, told the BBC that
the pilot had just begun his display. “He’d gone
up into a loop and as he was coming out of the
loop I just thought, you’re too low, you’re too
low, pull up.
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